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Iran Ramezanipour, Parisa Nouri, Hirley Alves, Pedro J. H. Nardelli, Richard Demo Souza and Ari Pouttu

Abstract—This work focuses on the performance analysis of
short blocklength communication with application in smart grids.
We use stochastic geometry to compute in closed form the success
probability of a typical message transmission as a function of its
size (i.e. blocklength), the number of information bits and the
density of interferers. Two different scenarios are investigated:
(i) dynamic spectrum access where the licensed and unlicensed
users, share the uplink channel frequency band and (ii) local li-
censing approach using the so called micro operator, which holds
an exclusive license of its own. Approximated outage probability
expression is derived for the dynamic spectrum access scenario,
while a closed-form solution is attained for the micro-operator.
The analysis also incorporates the use of retransmissions when
messages are detected in error. Our numerical results show how
reliability and delay are related in either scenarios.

Index Terms—Machine-to-machine, micro-operator, short mes-
sage, dynamic spectrum access, local licensing, ultra-reliability,
Poisson Point Process

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks have become an indispensable part of
our daily life through a wide range of applications. For
instance, we may now remotely monitor and control different
processes within our homes, workplaces or even at industrial
environments. In the upcoming years the advances in wireless
communications shall be even more seamless and will provide
connectivity through the so called Internet of Things (IoT)
[1]. It is envisioned that by the year 2020, billions of devices
(including sensors and actuators) will be connected to the
Internet, gathering all kinds of data and generating a huge
economic impact [2], [3].

One of the key enablers of this future is the so-called
machine-type communication (MTC) where a large number
of devices will perform sensing, monitoring, actuation and
control tasks with minimal or even no human intervention [1].
In other words, MTC – also known as machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication – incorporates sensors, appliances and
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vehicles and this is expected to lead to a decrease of human-
centric connections [4]. MTC is also one of the cornerstones of
the upcoming 5G communication technologies. As discussed
before, it contemplates a massive deployment of devices
communicating with diverse range of requirements in terms
of reliability, latency and data rates [5]–[8] . For example, [9,
Table. 2] lists the main requirements and features for different
use cases of MTC over cellular networks.

Intelligent transportation systems, industrial automation and
smart grids have already been deployed using the IoT concept,
which is also one of the main driving technologies of 5G [10],
[11]. It should be noted that the mentioned applications have
different reliability requirements. For instance, some smart
grid applications requires a reliability as low as 10´6, which
in their turn is less strict if compared to some industrial
automation applications [10].

A. Dynamic Spectrum Access and Locally Licensed in 5G

One of the main features of 5G will be its capability of
connecting very large number of devices in different locations,
while being able to serve case specific needs of different
applications. Indoor networks are responsible for the larger
part of the mobile traffic, hence, it is essential to build new,
more efficient indoor small cell networks. This will require
more spectrum, which makes its availability a big challenge
to tackle. There are generally two ways to access the available
spectrum in a network which are [12]: (i) Individual Authoriza-
tion (Licensed), and (ii) General Authorization (Unlicensed).
There are five different allocations scenarios associated with
the previously mentioned access schemes, namely dedicated
licensed spectrum, limited spectrum pool, mutual renting,
vertical sharing and unlicensed horizontal sharing.

Cognitive radio has gained a high popularity during the past
few years since it makes a more efficient use of the frequency
spectrum possible [13], [14]. Dynamic spectrum access is
one of the many interesting aspects of cognitive radios [15]
where the unlicensed-users can use the same frequency band
as the licensed-users while not affecting their transmission.
For that sake, the unlicensed-users evaluate the spectrum
usage and then transmit if the channel is free, otherwise, they
postpone their transmission or use other frequency bands [16],
[14]. Dynamic spectrum access can also be implemented in
smart grid communication networks. In [17], [18], the use
of dynamic spectrum access in smart grid communication
networks is evaluated and its suitability is positively assessed.
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Another interesting approach towards reaching spectral effi-
ciency is using the non-orthogonal cognitive radio techniques.
Despite being relatively new, many valuable research works
have been done in this field. In [19], authors develop a cog-
nitive radio scheme for multicarrier wireless sensor networks
by studying a dense wireless sensor network model where the
sensors can opportunistically use the primary users’ spectrum
for their transmissions. Unlike the previous case, this model
does not require the sensor nodes to sense the channel before
transmission which is useful in terms of maintaining the lim-
ited resources of the sensors. Authors in [20] propose a number
of new interference control and power allocation methods
for cognitive radios which sheds light on the primary and
secondary users’ power allocation requirements. An interesting
work has been done in [21] where a new spectrum sharing
model is proposed for multicarrier cognitive radio systems in
which the secondary users can simultaneously use the primary
users’ frequency band for their transmission while actually
improving the primary users’ transmission by the mean of
convolutive superposition.

Moreover, in [22] and [23], two different spectrum access
protocols are proposed for the secondary networks via con-
trolled amplify-and-forward relaying and cooperative decode-
and-forward relaying. These protocols are proven to not have
a negative impact on the rate and outage probability of
the primary network. Another interesting work while using
amplify-and-forward scheme has also been done in [24] where
the proposed model makes it possible for secondary users
to use the primary users’ frequency channel for their trans-
missions even when the primary network is active. By using
this model, it is possible to improve the secondary user’s
packet delay and primary users’ achievable rate. A useful
model for improving the secondary network’s achievable rate
is also introduced in [25] where the authors achieve this goal
by applying superposition coding to a collaborative spectrum
sharing scenario.

While all the aforementioned spectrum sharing and dynamic
spectrum access models shall be a part of the future wire-
less communications, having exclusively licensed spectrum
(locally licensed) is crucial for 5G to be able to meet some
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [12]. For instance, the
micro-operator (µO) concept has been introduced as a mean
for local service delivery in 5G which will benefit from hav-
ing exclusively licensed spectrum. µOs make the previously
mentioned case-specific services in the future indoor small cell
networks possible [26], [12]. Micro-operators have their own
specific infrastructure which enables them to handle different
kinds of Mobile Network Operator (MNO) users while also
collaborating with the network infrastructure vendors, facility
users/owners, utility service companies and regulators.
µOs shall help the MNOs specially in the areas that the

traffic demand is high by offering them indoor capacity. It
should be noted that the functionality of a µO depends on the
available spectrum resources, which are limited. As mentioned
earlier, having exclusive licensed spectrum is very important
for the success of 5G so the µOs are the entities in a network
that can benefit from it since regulators are able to issue local
spectrum licenses for their own usage within a specific location

[12], [26]. While we acknowledge all the valuable works
mentioned earlier that have been done in the area of spectrum
sharing which are also relevant for smart grid applications,
it is important to mention that, in this study, our focus is to
analyze the performance of the two dynamic spectrum access
and locally licensed models. To do so, next we review the
reliability requirements for smart grid applications and recent
works in the MTC area.

B. Reliability in Smart Grids and the Role of MTC

Communication systems have been traditionally studied
using the notion of channel capacity that assumes very large
(infinite) blocklength [27]–[29]; this is a reasonable bench-
mark for practical systems with blocklength in the order of
thousands of bits. MTC, however, often uses short messages
which is not currently supported by the wireless networks
and periodic data traffic, coming from a massive number of
devices. The same assumptions in terms of channel capacity
cannot be directly applied to short blocklength messages as
pointed out in [27], [30]. This imposes the need for a new
paradigm on the network design and analysis architecture to
support such amount of connected devices with their hetero-
geneous requirements [3].

New information theoretic results have been presented to
evaluate the performance of short blocklength systems, from
point-to-point additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) links
up to Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) fading channels
[30]. In [31], [32], the authors investigate retransmission meth-
ods and interference networks in this context. Nevertheless,
network level analysis is still missing in the literature, except
for [33], where the authors utilize Poisson Point Process (PPP)
to characterize the network deployment and interference, con-
sidering finite block codes in a cellular network context.

Smart grids characterize the modernization process that the
power grids undergo and is one important case for MTC [34],
[35]. Communication systems are one the most important parts
of the smart grids and different communication technologies
are currently being used in smart grids most of which use
the existing communication technologies such as PLC, fiber
optical communications and LTE [36]. However, considering
the rapid advancements of the communication systems towards
5G, smart grid communication systems should also be de-
signed in a way that would be compatible with the newest
telecommunication technology requirements which would not
be really possible by using the traditional communication
systems anymore. Therefore, smart grids are an interesting
topic to be studied under the umbrella of 5G, especially
considering that the requirements imposed by smart grids
have hitherto overlooked specially with respect to massive
connectivity and ultra reliable low latency communication
[11]. Hence, motivated by smart grids stringent requirements
[11], [37], here we focus on two different scenarios looking at
the ultra-reliability using finite blocklength (short messages) in
order to reduce latency and capture practical aspects regarding
the message size, which is one of the novel aspects of 5G.

The reliability requirement of a smart grid network varies
from one application to another [37]. For instance, applications
such as remote meter reading have less strict reliability require-
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ments (98%) while high-voltage grids require high reliability
(more than 99.9%) in addition to low latency. Moreover,
applications such as teleprotection in smart grid networks
also require very high reliable data transmission between the
power grid substations within a very short period of time, in
the order of few milliseconds. Smart girds also may need to
have real time monitoring and control and should be able to
react immediately to the changes in the network which means
there is going to be a need for ultra reliable communications
with 99.999%´99.99999% reliability level and a low latency,
around 0.5´8ms [11], [38], [39]. In this paper, we show that
it is possible to achieve these different and strict requirements
with our proposed models using finite blocklength communi-
cations which require a completely different design settings
compared to what is currently being used in for instance, LTE
or WiFi [30] .

C. Related Work

Ultra reliable communications and finite blocklength have
become popular topics and many studies have been done in
this field, however, there are still many issues that need to be
addressed. For instance, [27], [40], [41], being amongst the
first fundamental works in the finite blocklength area, where
they set the foundation of the finite blocklength communi-
cations for cases such as block fading, MIMO and AWGN,
also open up a variety of topics that need to be tackled. In
[30], the necessity of studying and employing short packet
communications is explained and is foreseen as one of the
main enablers of the future telecommunication technologies.
The authors bring into light the recent achievements in the
field of short message transmission while also emphasizing the
need for more research to be done on several open challenges.
Valuable works have been done in [31], [32] where authors
use the finite blocklength notion to analyze the throughput
of different wireless networks. In [33], a model similar to
ours is investigated where they also use PPP to characterize
the cellular networks and evaluate the outage and throughput
of the network in which a base station is connected to its
nearest neighbor. However, this is not the case in our model.
In the models studied in this paper, we use PPP where users
are at a fixed distance, we use a different characterization of
the signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) distribution
and constraints which have led to totally different analysis
and results. Our focus is not on a single link communication,
hence, the SINR in this case captures interference, and to some
extend, the network dynamics as well. We provide a general
approximation for the outage probability which does not rely
on any specific distribution of the SINR. Here, we focus
on massive connectivity constrained by reliability which are
imposed on the network from the application at hand (smart
grids). We show that it is possible to achieve reliable and ultra
reliable communication using finite blocklength which is also a
characteristic of smart metering transmissions. It is shown how
important it is to know how reliability and latency are affected
by the increasing number of interferers. We also propose
two different schemes in order to overcome this problem,
namely dynamic spectrum access and local licensing scenarios,

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE FUNCTIONS AND SYMBOLS.

Symbol Expression
FZ r¨s SINR CDF
fZ r¨s SINR PDF
ET r¨s Expectation
Γ r¨s Gamma Function
Q r¨s Gaussian Q-Function
V pzq r¨s Channel Dispersion
Ts Symbol Time
Φ̂ Poisson Point Process
x Set of Interferers’ Locations
H Channel Fading Coefficient
λ Network Density
|xi| Distance Between Node xi and the Reference Receiver
h0 Channel Fading Coefficient in the Reference Link
Wp Licensed User Transmit Power
Ws Unlicensed User Transmit Power
α Path Loss Exponent
Z SINR
I AWGN Power
ξ Noise Level
k Information Bits
n Blocklength
R Coding Rate
d Distance Between Transmitter and Receiver
m Number of Transmission Attempts
γth SINR Threshold
ν Number of Channel Uses for ACK/NACK

that can be used based on the restrictions imposed by the
application.

D. Contributions

The followings are the main contributions of this paper.
‚ The general expression of the outage probability as a

function of the number of information bits, blocklength
and density of interferers in closed-form in the finite
blocklength regime.

‚ Closed-form approximations of the outage probability are
derived for both the dynamic spectrum access and locally
licensed scenarios, under different conditions in the finite
blocklength regime.

‚ Two different schemes are evaluated to be used in dif-
ferent smart grid applications based on network density
and reliability requirements, considering the finite block-
length regime. We show that these schemes can not be
used in every network model, since they have different
requirements, while we also show when it is most suitable
to use which.

‚ A general expression for the delay is proposed where the
effect of retransmissions is investigated.

Table I summarizes the functions and symbols that are used
in this paper. The rest of the paper is divided as follows.
Section II introduces the network model with how the commu-
nication model using the short blocklength is modeled, while
Section III details the outage analysis for both of the proposed
scenarios. Section IV presents the numerical results and how
the two scenarios can reach the reliability requirements of
smart grids, and how retransmissions affect the reliability and
latency. Section V concludes this paper.
Notation: The probability density function (PDF) and the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a random vari-
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able (RV) T are denoted as fT ptq and FT ptq, respectively,
while its expectation is ET r¨s. The gamma function is de-
fined as Γptq [42, Ch 6, §6.1.1], and the regularized upper
incomplete gamma function is denoted as Γps, tq [42, Ch
6, §6.5.3]. Qp¨q denotes the Gaussian Q-function Qptq “
1?
2π

ş8

t
exp

´

´u2

2

¯

du “ 1
2 Erfc

´

t?
2

¯

[42, §.26.2.3].

II. NETWORK MODEL

The conventional methods for evaluating communication
networks are not usually a suitable choice when studying large
wireless networks due to several reasons such as focusing on
signal to noise ratio (SNR) rather than signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) or the fact that the interference in
these kinds of networks depends on the path loss, meaning
that it also depends on the network geometry. However, using
stochastic geometry and Poisson point process to model large
wireless networks have proven to be a useful tool in solving
the challenges faced by the classical methods [43]. Hence, in
this paper, we assume a dense network where the position
of the interferers is modeled as a Poisson point process [33].
Formally, we are dealing with a Poisson field of interferers [44]
where the distribution of nodes that are causing interference
follows a 2-dimensional Poisson point process Φ̂ with density
λ ą 0 (average number of nodes per m2) [43] over an infinite
plane [14] [45]. This process is represented as Φ̂ “ pX,Hq,
where X is the set of interferers’ locations and H represents
the set of quasi-static channel fading coefficients in relation
to the reference receiver located arbitrarily at the origin [14],
[43]. Notice that from Slivnyak theorem [43] an arbitrarily-
located receiver is placed at the center of the Euclidean space
and is used as a fixed point of reference which makes the
estimation of the position of the surrounding elements possible
[43]. Note that xi P X denotes a position in the 2-dimensional
plane and i P N`. Besides, hi P H is assumed to be constant
during the transmission of one block, which takes n channel
uses, and during a spatial realization of the point process. We
assume the fading coefficients follow a Rayleigh distribution,
so that h2i is exponentially distributed h2i „ Expp1q. The
fading coefficient h0 is associated with the reference link,
composed by a transmitter located at distance d from its
associated receiver. It should be noted that since here we are
using unbounded path loss model, α ą 2 [43, Ch. 5].

A. Communication Model

Signal propagation is modeled using large-scale distance-
based path-loss and Rayleigh fading. The received power at
the reference receiver from the interferer i is given by

Ii “Wp h
2
i |xi|

´α, (1)

where Wp is the transmit power, α ą 2 is the path-loss
exponent and |xi| is the distance between the node xi and the
reference receiver. It is important to note that Wp is related
to the interferers’ transmit power; the same equation is valid
for the reference link 0, which may have a different transmit
power denoted by Ws. Then: I0 “Wsh

2
0 d
´α.

The SINR [46] is defined as the random variable Z fi
Wsh0d

´α

I`η , and I “
ř

iPN` Ii and η ą 0 is the AWGN power.

Under these conditions the SINR cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF)1 is given as [46, Corollary 1]

FZpz|α, λ, ζ, ξq“1´Pr rZ ązs“1´exp
´

ζ́λz
2
α´ξz

¯

, (2)

where ζ “ κπd2p
Wp

Ws
q

2
α , ξ “

ηdα

Ws
, and κ “

Γ
`

1` 2
α

˘

Γ
`

1´ 2
α

˘

.
The probability density function (PDF) is then

fZpz|α, λ, ζ, ξq“

ˆ

2λζ

α
z

2
α´1`ξ

˙

exp
´

ζ́λz
2
α´ξz

¯

. (3)

B. Short Blocklength Messages

Following [30], [41], we define the encoding/decoding
procedures as follows. First, the encoder maps k information
bits B “ tB1, ..., Bku into a codeword with n symbols S “
tS1, ..., Snu, satisfying the power constraint 1

n

řn
m“1 |Sm|

2 ď

Ws. Then, S is transmitted through the wireless channel
generating T “ tT1, ..., Tnu as the output. Finally, the decoder
makes an estimate about the information bits based on T,
namely B̂, satisfying a maximum error probability constraint
ε. Then, we denote R˚pn, εq in bits per channel use (bpcu)
as the maximal coding rate at finite blocklength (FB) which
renders the largest rate k

n where k is the number of information
bits and n denotes the blocklength, whose error probability
does not exceed ε [40]. Then, under quasi-static conditions
R˚pn, εq can be tightly approximated by [41]

R˚pn, εq «sup tR :Pr rlog2 p1` Zq ă Rsă εu . (4)

For codes of R “ k
n bpcu, the outage probability in quasi-

static fading is approximated as [41]

ε “ EZ

«

Q

˜

?
n

log2 p1` Zq ´R
a

V pZq

¸ff

, (5)

where V pZq “
`

1´ p1` Zq´2
˘

plog2 eq
2 is the channel

dispersion and measures the stochastic variability of the chan-
nel relative to a deterministic one with the same capacity
[27]. The above outage function can also be expressed as
PrrSINR ă γths, where γth is the SI(N)R threshold of the
receiver which is determined by the channel capacity and is
the minimum SI(N)R which is needed in order to have a
successful link connection, then the reliability can be defined
as 1´PrrSINR ă γths. In other words, an outage event occurs
when a transmitted message is not successfully decoded by the
receiver.

III. OUTAGE ANALYSIS

In this section we focus on the outage probability of
the network described in Section II. The analysis is done
for two different scenarios, which are special cases of the
general outage expression to be presented first. The outage
probability in (5) is intricate to be evaluated in closed-form,
especially when considering a general SINR distribution as
in (3). Therefore, we resort to a tight approximation of (5)

1Notice that we denote FZpzq “ FZpz|α, λ, ζ, ξq and fZpzq “

fZpz|α, λ, ζ, ξq, except when the parameters are being manipulated, then
we explicitly indicate them.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the dynamic spectrum access scenario, where
licensed and unlicensed users share the up-link channel. The reference
smart meter (unlicensed transmitter) is depicted by the house, the aggregator
(unlicensed receiver) by the CPU and its antenna, the handsets are the mobile
licensed users (interferers to the aggregator) and the big antenna is the
cellular base-station. As the smart meter uses directional antennas with limited
transmit power (bold arrow), its interference towards the base-station can be
ignored. The thin black arrows represent the licensed users’ desired signal,
while the red ones represent their interference towards the aggregator.

before evaluating it in closed-form for the scenarios under
investigation in this work.

Proposition 1. Given the network described in Section II, the
outage probability of the reference link (the link between the
reference receiver and its respective transmitter [47]) is well
approximated as

εap“
FZpϑq ` FZp%q

2
`
βθ pFZpϑq ´ FZp%qq

?
2π

´

ϑ
ż

%

βz
?

2π
fZpzqdz,

(6)
where β “

a

n
2π p2

2R ´ 1q´
1
2 , θ “ 2R ´ 1, ϑ “ θ `

a

π
2β
´2

and % “ θ ´
a

π
2β
´2.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Note that (6) covers a wide range of scenarios with path-loss
exponent α ą 2. It is worth mentioning that only one integral
remains in (6), and the overall expression is composed of well
known functions, which facilitates its integration by numerical
methods compared with the original expression in (5).

A. Dynamic Spectrum Access Interference-Limited Scenario

We consider a dynamic spectrum access model, shown
in Fig. 1, where licensed and unlicensed users share the
frequency bands allocated to the uplink channel [48]. We
assume an interference-limited scenario where the licensed
and unlicensed transmission powers are respectively Wp and
Ws. In this case, the noise power is negligible with respect
to the aggregated interference [14]. The licensed users are
mobile users communicating with a cellular base-station while
the unlicensed users are the smart-meters that send data to
their corresponding aggregator. The interference in this model
is generated by mobile users with respect to the aggregator
(reference receiver), as discussed in [14].

Proposition 2. Assuming the network deployment described
in Section II and the reference scenario in section III-A, in

an interference limited scenario where ξ « 0 , the outage
probability is

εSS“
βpϑ´%q
?

2π
`

αβ

pζλq
α
2 2
?

2π

ˆ

„

Γ

ˆ

α

2
, ζλϑ

2
α

˙

´Γ

ˆ

α

2
, ζλ%

2
α

˙

. (7)

Proof. See Appendix B.

Corollary 1. For the special case of interference-limited dense
urban scenarios, where α “ 4 is a good approximation for
the path loss exponent, the outage probability in (7) reduces
to

εSSα“4
“
βpϑ´ %q
?

2π
`

2β
?

2πpζλq2

ˆ

„

e´ζλ
?
ϑ

ˆ

ζλϑ
?
ϑ
` 1

˙

´ e´ζλ
?
%

ˆ

ζλ%
?
%
` 1

˙

. (8)

The effect of different transmit powers Ws on the outage
probability as a function of the network density is shown in
Fig. 2. We can see that, as the transmit power increases, the
link can reach a higher reliability level in denser networks
even with a high rate. It should be noted that this model is
suitable for applications that do not require so strict reliability
levels, such as smart meter reading.

As the noise level is negligible compared with the interfer-
ence, the density of interfering nodes shall be high. The mobile
users – the source of interference in this case – transmit with
a higher power compared with the smart meters.

B. Locally Licensed Scenario

In this case, we analyze a locally licensed scenario, using
the µO concept, where the previous unlicensed link is now
also a licensed user in the system in a specific geographical
region. Although this concept guarantees the exclusive usage
of the frequency band, the environment is still unfriendly: there
are different entities that may cause interference such as base
stations, smart meters and mobile users. Therefore, instead of
assuming no interference, we consider a point process with low
density λ, leading to low interference levels. However, unlike
the previous case, the noise level is not negligible in this case
anymore and it will affect the reliability of the system. The
outage probability is given next.

Proposition 3. For the network model described in Section
II and the characteristics of the µO scenario described in
Section III-B, the outage probability is given in (9) on top of
page 8 where α “ 4, hence, (2) is denoted by FZpϑ|ξq .

Proof. See Appendix C.

The µO scenario cannot be assumed interference-limited;
on the contrary, the noise power here is the major factor in
the SINR. To compute the numerical results, we assume here
Wp “ Ws “ 1 and ξ “ 0.001. Recall that in the interference
limited scenario, when the interference is low, we can achieve
a low outage probability even with a high network density
for a given coding rate. Increasing the smart meters transmit
power results in having a higher success probability. As the
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Fig. 2. Dynamic spectrum access scenario outage probability ε as a function of the network density λ and coding rate R, where d “ 1 and η “ 1.

R

Isolated area

Fig. 3. An illustration of the locally licensed scenario, where the micro
operator holds an exclusive license for its own usage in a specific geographical
region (isolated area). There is interference caused by the entities outside
of this area such as mobile phones and Wi-Fi. However, since the level of
interference in this area is very low, noise is what is going to harm the
communications in this model. The reference smart meter is depicted by the
house, the micro-operator by the CPU and its antenna, the handsets are the
mobile licensed users (interferers to the aggregator) and the big antenna is
the cellular base-station. The thin black arrows represent the users’ desired
signal, while the red ones represent the interference coming from outside of
the area.

interference power increases, a lower coding rate is needed to
have the same outage probability with the same density.

In terms of outage, the µO scenario, in its turn, behaves
similarly, meaning that with increasing the network density, the
outage probability increases, however, the outage probability
is generally lower in this model as the interference level is
negligible and noise is the main factor affecting the perfor-
mance of the network. The operating regions for the dynamic
spectrum access and the µO scenarios are shown in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. The presented outage levels are chosen
based on the fact that the dynamic spectrum access model is
suitable for the non-critical applications, which we illustrate
by reliabilities between 98% to 99%, which is relatively high
for some applications (for smart grid application, refer to [37,
Table.3], and will be further discussed in the next section).
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Fig. 4. Dynamic spectrum access scenario outage probability ε with different
transmit power as a function of the network density λ, considering d “ 1,
η “ 1, n “ 200, and R “ 0.1.

On the other hand, when we assess the µO, one can see
a very high reliability with error probability as low as 0.1%
(i.e. reliability ě 99.9% ). In other words, µO is suitable for
critical applications with high reliability requirements. Thus,
the operating region for this model is presented as the area
where εuo ď 10´3.

C. On the Accuracy of (6) - (9)

As it was mentioned earlier in this section, we use an
approximation of (5) for calculating the outage probability in
(6) which is then used to derive the closed form equations of
the outage probability for different scenarios presented in (7)-
(9). In this section, the approximation is compared to the exact
equation for both the interference and noise limited scenarios,
as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 respectively. We can see that the
results from the approximated and closed form equations are
almost always equal to the exact equation (5). Considering the
error metric below
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Fig. 5. Locally licensed scenario outage probability ε with different noise
levels as a function of the network density λ, considering d “ 1, n “ 200,
and R “ 0.1.

∆ “ |
ε´ εap
ε

|, (10)

we can see that ∆ is almost always either zero or very close
to zero. It is only for the case of the locally licensed scenario
that we can see, for a very low values of λ, a difference of at
most 4% between (5) and the approximation which is still a
very low difference. A more elaborated analysis of the error
metric can be found in [49].

IV. MEETING THE SMART GRID REQUIREMENTS

This section focuses on the specific requirements for differ-
ent smart grid applications. Specifically, we analyze the impact
of blocklength, retransmission attempts, and network density
on the outage probability of the two proposed scenarios.

1) Dynamic Spectrum Access Scenario: This scenario is
suitable for applications like smart meters periodic trans-
missions [37]. The frequency of the transmissions might be
relatively high over one day [48]: the smart meters transmit
data every 15 minutes during a period of 24 hours which
means smart meters need to transmit data 96 times per day.

The properties explained above can be seen in Fig.8-a where
the behavior of λpεSS |α “ 4q is shown. With increasing λ, the
outage probability also increases due to the higher interference
level. Nevertheless, we can still achieve our desired outage
probability, even in denser networks. We can confirm that as
the unlicensed users transmit power increases, we can achieve
better reliability in denser networks.

It was mentioned earlier that with finite blocklength, we
cannot achieve the ultra-reliable (UR) region with the dynamic
spectrum access model. Consequently, this approach shall be
used in applications with looser requirements (98%´99%). In
Fig.9-a we investigate the effect of the finite blocklength (n)
on the outage probability for different information bit sizes (k).
where we can see that, for 100 ď n ď 1000, ε ď 10´3 cannot
be achieved. For reaching the UR region, the blocklength
would have to be increased to very large numbers.

2) Locally Licensed Scenario: µO can achieve higher lev-
els of reliability, meeting the requirements of more critical
applications like fault detection. For more examples about
the reliability and data size requirements for different smart
grid applications, refer to [37, Table.3]. The µO approach is
subjected to a lower interferers’ density when compared to the
dynamic spectrum access, as shown in Fig.8-b. When the noise
level is low, the outage probability is also low. It is illustrated
in this figure that for λ ă 10´3, this model can operate in the
UR region where reliability level is at least 99.9%.

Fig.9-b shows that ultra-reliability can be achieved with
short blocklength in the µO scenario. By increasing k, the
required blocklength for keeping the link in the UR region
also increases; in any case, ε ď 10´3 is still achievable for
relatively high k when 100 ď n ď 1000.

A. Retransmission Attempts

Two basic strategies are normally employed to cope with
transmission errors in communication systems, namely au-
tomatic repeat request (ARQ) and forward error correction
(FEC) [50]. In this paper, we only consider ARQ.

ARQ consists of an acknowledgment (ACK) or negative
acknowledgment (NACK) messages to be sent by the receiver
to inform whether the intended message has been successfully
decoded. If the transmission was not successful, a retransmis-
sion is requested and the retransmission continues until the
codeword is decoded successfully or the allowed maximum
number of retransmission is reached [31]. This strategy has
some drawbacks such as loss of throughput, which are studied
in [51], [52] (without considering the high reliability or low
latency, though). Following [53], we study the effect of the
number of transmission attempts for a given message on
the outage probability ε̄, including at most m transmission
attempts assuming Type-I HARQ is [54]:

ε̄ “ εpn, λqm, (11)

where ε is the outage probability in (5).
The effect of increasing the number of transmission attempts

on both scenarios is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that as
m increases, the reliability is enhanced. Comparing the outage
probabilities of when only one or up to two transmission
attempts are allowed, we can see that for the same λ, a much
lower outage probability can be achieved.

Considering the outage curve for dynamic spectrum access
and µO, at some point at very low interferers’ densities, the
two curves cross each other. This is due to the fact that the
network density becomes very low from that point onward.
Therefore, the interference power becomes lower and the
dynamic spectrum access model starts to have a lower outage
than the µO scenario. However, it is important to remember
that the dynamic spectrum access model is designed to be
used in denser networks; so the fact that its outage probability
becomes less than the µO scenario for networks with very
low densities shall be neglected since it contradicts the basic
assumption of a interference-limited network.

While retransmissions increase the reliability of the net-
work, it also increases the latency, which is in fact another
important aspect of MTC. As 5G and MTC have strict
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εuo “ r1´ FZpϑ|ξqsp
´1

2
´

βθ
?

2π
q ` r1´ FZp%|ξqsp

´1

2
`

βθ
?

2π
q ´

r1´ FZp%|ξqsr1´ FZpϑ|ξqs

2
?

2πξ
3
2

ˆ

„

2β
a

ξppF´1
Z pϑ|ξqp1` ξ%q ´ pF´1

Z p%|ξqp1` ξϑqq ` exppζλp
?
%`

?
ϑq ` ξp%` ϑq `

ζ2λ2

4ξ
q
?
πβζλ

ˆ

„

erf

ˆ

ζλ

2
?
ξ
`
a

%ξ

˙

´ erf

ˆ

ζλ

2
?
ξ
`
a

ϑξ

˙

. (9)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the accuracy of the approximation used in (6) and (7)
compared to (5) for the Dynamic spectrum access scenario outage probability
ε as a function of the density λ, considering d “ 1, η “ 1, n “ 500, and
R “ 0.1.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the accuracy of the approximation used in (6) and
(9) compared to (5) for the locally licensed scenario outage probability ε as
a function of the density λ, considering d “ 1, n “ 500, and R “ 0.1.

requirements in terms of latency, we should also consider this
metric in our analysis by limiting the maximum number of
transmission attempts.. In this case, the total delay is calculated
as

δ “ n` ν `
m
ÿ

j“1

pnj ` νjq, (12)

where ν denotes the number of channel uses for ACK/NACK
messages that have been sent and n is the number of channel

uses. The average delay expression is then

δ “
1

m

m
ÿ

j“1

εpn, λq. (13)

The number of channel uses and symbol time are the
determining factors when dealing with delay. The symbol
time (Ts) of LTE (long term evolution) is Ts « 66.7µs [55]
and the current latency requirements of different smart grid
applications are described in [37, Table.3]. However, 5G is
going to benefit from ultra low latency compared to LTE.
Hence, the smart grids are also going to have ultra low latency
which is expected to be 3ms to 5ms [56]. Considering that the
symbol time is going to be Ts “ 1

120k « 8.3µs, for n “ 200
and m “ 1, δ “ 1.66ms ` ν. As the number of allowed
transmission attempts increases, the delay also increases. If
m “ 2, then δ “ 3.32ms ` ν. We can see that increasing
m results in increasing the delay and this increase will not
be linear since at each transmission there is also a feedback
message sent every time. Thus, it is very important to limit
the number of transmission attempts to avoid increasing the
latency of the system.

V. DISCUSSION AND FINAL REMARKS

This paper evaluates the possibility of meeting the reliability
requirements of different smart grid applications by using
FB in two different system models, (i) dynamic spectrum
access scenario suitable for applications with loose reliability
requirements (98%´ 99%), and (ii) µO scenario suitable for
applications with strict reliability requirements (more than
99%).

Our results show that it is possible to meet the expected
reliability levels and even reach the UR region for smart
grids while having FB. It is shown that several factors such
as network density, coding rate and interference and noise
level affect the outage probability of the system, hence, they
should be taken into consideration when choosing a suitable
model considering the required reliability level of a specific
application. Studying the ultra reliability and delay opens
up a wide range of research opportunities in the smart grid
communication systems.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

As pointed out in [31], the function Qpgptqq can be tightly
approximated by a linear function for the whole S(I)NR range.
Notice that the argument inside the Q-function in (5) is given
as gptq “

?
n
`

1´ p1` tq´2
˘´ 1

2 log p1` tq, and that gptq is
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an increasing function of t, but not strictly positive @t P R,
which restricts the use of other well known approximations for
the Q-function [57]. Then, let Qpgptqq «W ptq be denoted as

W ptq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 t ď %
1
2 ´

β
?
2π
pt´ θq % ă t ă ϑ

0 t ě ϑ

(14)

where θ “ 2R ´ 1 is the solution of gptq “ 0, while β “
a

n
2π p2

2R ´ 1q´
1
2 is the solution for BQpgptqq

Bt |t“θ.
Then, the outage probability becomes,

ε “ EZ rεs “
ż 8

0

W pzqfZpzqdz

“

ż %

0

pfZp%qqdz `

ż ϑ

%

ˆ

1

2
´

β
?

2π
pz ´ θq

˙

fZpzqdz

“ FZpZq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

%

0

`

ż ϑ

%

ˆ

1

2
´

β
?

2π
pz ´ θq

˙

fZpzqdz

“ FZp%q `
1

2
FZpzq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

%

ϑ

`
βθ
?

2π
FZpzq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

%

ϑ

´

ϑ
ż

%

βz
?

2π
fZpzqdz,

(15)

which after few algebraic manipulations is written as in (6).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

By setting ξ “ 0 and replacing it into (2) and (3), while
considering FZpzq “ FZpz|α “ 4, ξ “ 0q and fZpzq “
fZpz|α “ 4, ξ “ 0q, the integral in (6) assumes the form
of the upper incomplete gamma function [42, §. 6.5.3].

I “
β
?

2π

ż ϑ

%

zfZpzqdz

“
β
?

2π

ż ϑ

%

zp
2λζ

α
z

2
α´1qexpṕ ζλz

2
α qdz

“
2βλζ
?

2πα

ż ϑ

%

zpz
2
α´1q expṕ ζλz

2
α qdz

“
2βλζ
?

2πα

ż ϑ

%

z
2
α expṕ ζλz

2
α qdz, (16)

where the integral can be solved using integration by parts [58,
§2.02-5]. Hence, we attain (7) by replacing (16) into (6) after
few algebraic manipulations and using [58, §2.321-1] and [58,
§2.33-10].

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Considering FZpzq “ FZpz|α “ 4, ξq and fZpzq “
fZpz|α “ 4, ξq, the integral in (6) has a closed-form solution

when α “ 4 as follows

I “
β
?

2π

ż ϑ

%

zfZpzqdz

“
r1´ FZp%qsr1´ FZpϑqs

2
?

2πξ
3
2

ˆ

„

2β
a

ξpp1´ FZpϑqq
´1p1` ξ%q

´ pp1´ FZp%qq
´1p1` ξϑqqq

` exppζλp
?
%`

?
ϑq ` ξp%` ϑq `

ζ2λ2

4ξ
q
?
πβζ

„

erf

ˆ

ζλ

2
?
ξ
`
a

%ξ

˙

´ erf

ˆ

ζλ

2
?
ξ
`
a

%ξ

˙

, (17)

where the integral can be solved though integration by parts
and with the help of [58, §2.33-10] and [58, §2.33-16]. Then,
substituting α “ 4 and (17) into (6), yields (9).
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